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License Agreement 

 

This material is licensed under (CC BY-SA 4.0), unless otherwise stated. 
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/ 

 
This is a human-readable summary of (and not a substitute for) the license. Disclaimer. 

You are free to: 
 Share — copy and redistribute the material in any medium or format  

 Adapt — remix, transform, and build upon the material  
        The licensor cannot revoke these freedoms as long as you follow the license terms. 
 

Under the following terms: 
 Attribution — You must give appropriate credit, provide a link to the license, and indicate if 

changes were made. You may do so in any reasonable manner, but not in any way that 
suggests the licensor endorses you or your use.   

 Share alike — If you remix, transform, or build upon the material, you must distribute your 
contributions under the same license as the original.   

 No additional restrictions — You may not apply legal terms or technological measures that 
legally restrict others from doing anything the license permits. 

 

Notices:  
 You do not have to comply with the license for elements of the material in the public domain 

or where your use is permitted by an applicable exception or limitation.  

 No warranties are given. The license may not give you all of the permissions necessary for 
your intended use. For example, other rights such as publicity, privacy, or moral rights may 
limit how you use the material. 

 

Extra consideration:  
 This document is developed to teach how to use OpenFOAM® software. The document has 

gone under several reviews to reduce any possible errors, though it may still have some. We 
will be glad to receive your comments on the content and error reports through this address: 
h.norouzi@aut.ac.ir 
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Prerequisites  

You need to be familiar with basics of OpenFoam®, specially pimpleFoam/pisoFoam , to start 

this tutorial.  

 

How to get simulation setup files? 

You have two options to get simulation setup files: 

  

 Website: setup files (a compressed file) are uploaded on https://www.cemf.ir/ alongside 

this tutorial file. You can find these files there.   

 

Commands and features you will use 

 fluent3DMeshToFoam 

 pimpleFoam 

 foamToVTK 

 function objects: icoUncoupledKinematicCloud 

 

 

  

https://www.cemf.ir/
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1. Background 

In many engineering applications we need to know the dynamic flow path of fluid particles. 

For example, in chemical reactors, we need to know the flow path of fluid particles in the reactor 

and how long each fluid particle stays in the reactor. This is essentially called the residence time 

distribution (RTD) of fluid in the reactor. This information can help us to better design a reacting 

system (find the operating problem of a reactor) or predict the performance of a reactor under a 

given operating conditions.  

OpenFOAM solvers do not naturally provide such information to us. However, there are 

some useful tools for particle/tracer tracking in flow system. In this tutorial you will learn how to 

utilize this tracer tracking system to obtain flow path of tracers inside a T-channel with baffles. The 

flow system is very simple to minimize unnecessary details and to have enough space for details 

about setting up tracer/particle tracking system. 

The RTD is obtained by injecting an inert substance or molecule into the reactor (reactor 

inlets) at t = 0 and measuring the tracer concentration in the outlet stream of the reactor. The 

tracer should be nonreactive. Its physical properties should be similar to the fluid and it should not 

affect the flow behavior of the fluid in the reactor. It should not be adsorbed on the reactor walls 

so that it completely reflects the flow behavior of the reactor.  

In experiments, colored or radioactive materials are the most common tracers. The injection 

method can be a pulse input or a step input. In this simulation, tracers are small (100 m), artificial 

particles with density 1000 kg/m3
 (similar to fluid density). These particles with small time constant 

follow the flow path and since we use one-way coupling, tracer presence does not affect the flow 

behavior. Although the obtained data is not post-processed to obtain RTD, but the raw results can 

be used for this purpose.  
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2. Problem definition 

The flow of an incompressible fluid in a T-junction with baffles is considered in this 

simulation. Fluid enters from top and bottom inlets and exits from the outlet. Tracer particles are 

injected from two inlets to find the flow path and residence time of fluid. All operating conditions 

and physical properties are listed in Table 1.   

Table 1: Simulation parameters and operating conditions  

Time step [s] 0.001 Fluid kinematic viscosity  1.0 10-6 

Turbulent model k- Fluid density [kg/m3] 1000 

Geometry Mesh file Inlet velocity [m/s] 0.4 

 

3. Particle tracing during flow simulation  

We use incompressible transient, turbulent pimpleFoam solver in this simulation. All 

important details are described here, but full details can be found in the simulation setup files.  

3.1. Physical properties and turbulence model 

In file constant/transportProperties you can find the physical properties. The kinematic 

viscosity and fluid density are defined here. Note that the value of rho is not used by standard 

solver pimpleFoam. It is used by the particle tracing tool (basicCollidingKinematicCloud).  

constant/transportProperties  

transportModel  Newtonian; 

 

nu              [0 2 -1 0 0 0 0] 1e-06; 

rho      [1 -3 0 0 0 0 0] 1000.0; 

k- turbulence model is used for the simulation. This model is activated in file 

constant/turbulenceProperties.  

constant/turbulenceProperties  

 

simulationType RAS; 

 

RAS 
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{ 

    RASModel        kEpsilon; 

 

    turbulence      on; 

 

    printCoeffs     on; 

} 

 

 3.2. Geometry 

The geometry is constructed using a mesh file. Execute the following command to convert 

it to the ployMesh in the constant folder.  

> fluent3DMeshToFoam channel.msh 

The mesh contains eight boundary patches: topInlet and bottomInlet as two inlets; outlet as 

the fluid exit; baffle1, baffle2, baffle3 and baffle4 as baffles in the channel and wall as the 

rest of surfaces.  

3.3. Initial and boundary conditions 

Six fields should be specified in folder 0. The table below lists the most important boundary 

conditions for these fields.  

 ineternalField topInlet bottomInlet outlet wall, baffle1, 
baffle2, 

baffle3, baffle4 
U (0 0 0) fixedValue 

(0 -0.4 0) 

fixedValue 

(0 0.4 0) 

pressureInletOul

etVelocity 

(0 0 0) 

noSlip 

p 0 zeroGradient zeroGradient fixedValue 

value uniform 0; 

zeroGradient 

k 0.1 turbulentIntensityKineticEne

rgyInlet  

intensity 0.05; 

inletOutlet kqRWallFuncti

on 

epsilon 2 turbulentMixingLengthDissipa

tionRateInlet 

mixingLength    0.05; 

inletOutlet epsilonWallFu

nction 

nut 0 calculated calculated calculated nutkWallFunct

ion 

nuTilda 0 zeroGradient zeroGradient zeroGradient zeroGradient 
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 3.3. Setting up particle tracing system  

To enable particle tracking function in the simulation in the simulation you need to activate 

this function in controlDict. Add these lines at the end or start of controlDict file of your simulation.  

 

system/controlDict  

functions 

{ 

  tracks 

  { 

      libs           ("liblagrangianFunctionObjects.so"); 

      type           icoUncoupledKinematicCloud; 

      kinematicCloud kinematicCloud; 

  }    

} 

 

// the rest of controlDict lines  

 

It activates icoUncoupledKinematicCloud function object in your simulation. This function 

object is used in conjunction with incompressible solvers like icoFoam, pisoFoam, pimpleFoam, 

simpleFoam, etc. This function object is wrapper class round class template 

basicKinematicCollidingCloud. basicKinematicCollidingCloud is template type which is 

defined as follows:  

typedef CollidingCloud 

    < 

        KinematicCloud 

        < 

            Cloud 

            < 

                basicKinematicCollidingParcel 

            > 

        > 

    > basicKinematicCollidingCloud; 

 

so it has all the functionality of KinematicCloud and CollidingCloud together. So you can 

expect that this function object (icoUncoupledKinematicCloud) can trace parcels as well as 

detecting pair collision contacts (parcel-parcel or parcel-wall), if necessary. 
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All the settings for particle tracer object can be found in constant/kinematicCloudProperties 

file. Three main sub-dictionaries should be supplied to setup this cloud, which we describe them 

separately.  

constant/kinematicCloudProperties – part 1 

solution 

{ 

    active          true;   // if tracking is active 

    coupled         false;  // if source terms are calculated. 

    transient       yes;    // if solution is transient 

    cellValueSourceCorrection off; 

 

    interpolationSchemes 

    { 

        rho             cell; // uses cell values for force calculations, you also 

        U               cell; // have the option to use cellPoint which interpolates 

        mu              cell; // value based on neighboring cells  

    } 

 

    averagingMethod basic; 

 

    integrationSchemes 

    { 

        U               Euler; // integration method for velocity equation  

    } 

 

} 

 

In solution sub-dictionary, you set the settings related to interpolation schemes, 

integration scheme and whether this cloud is used for transient or steady solver (here we use it 

for transient solver). Note that we used cell interpolation scheme for all variables. You could use 

cellPoint scheme for velocity to have more accurate local velocity estimations. However, with 

this scheme, particle (tracer) velocities reach zero when they touch walls. Here we don’t want to 

see such sticky tracers on the walls.  

 

constant/kinematicCloudProperties – part 2 

constantProperties 

{ 

    parcelTypeId 1; 

 

    rhoMin          1e-15; 

    minParcelMass   1e-15; 
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    rho0            1000;  // density of particle 

    youngsModulus   1e8;   // Young’s Modulus 

    poissonsRatio   0.35;  //  Poisson’s ratio 

 

} 

Particle properties are defined in constantProperties sub-dictionary. The most important 

properties here (in this simulation) is particle density that is similar to fluid density. 

 

constant/kinematicCloudProperties – part 3 

subModels 

{ 

    particleForces 

    { 

        sphereDrag; 

        gravity; 

    } 

     

    injectionModels 

    { 

         

        topInjection 

        { 

            type            patchInjection; // injection model  

            parcelBasisType fixed;         // basis of particle per parcel calculation  

            patchName       topInlet;     // injection patch name 

            patch           topInlet; // use this for OpenFOAM-v1912 

            U0              (0 -0.4 0);  // initial velocity of parcels 

            nParticle       10; // particles per parcel, used if parcelBasisTyps is fixed 

            parcelsPerSecond 200; 

            sizeDistribution 

            { 

                type        fixedValue; 

                fixedValueDistribution 

                { 

                    value   0.000101;  // diameter of particles 

                } 

            } 

            flowRateProfile constant 1; 

            massTotal       0;  // total mass to inject, not used in this settings 

            SOI    2;  // start of injection 

            duration   5;  // duration of injection  

        } 

 

        bottomInjection 

        { 

            type            patchInjection; 

            parcelBasisType fixed; 

            patchName       bottomInlet; 

            patch           bottomInlet; // use this for OpenFOAM-v1912 

            U0              (0 0.4 0); 

            nParticle       1; 
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            parcelsPerSecond 200; 

            sizeDistribution 

            { 

                type        fixedValue; 

                fixedValueDistribution 

                { 

                    value   0.0001; 

                } 

            } 

            flowRateProfile constant 1; 

            massTotal       0; 

            SOI    2; 

            duration   5; 

        } 

    } 

 

 

    patchInteractionModel localInteraction; 

 

    localInteractionCoeffs 

    { 

     patches 

        ( 

            "(wall|baffle1|baffle2|baffle3|baffle4)" 

            { 

                type rebound; 

                e    1;  // normal restitution coefficient  

                mu   0;  // tangential restitution coefficient  

            }          

 

            "(topInlet|outlet|bottomInlet)" 

            { 

                type escape; 

            } 

        ); 

    } 

 

    dispersionModel none; 

 

    stochasticCollisionModel none; 

 

    surfaceFilmModel none; 

 

    collisionModel none; 

 

} 

In subModels sub-dictionary you will find all the related sub-models for particle tracing in 

the simulation. particleForces sub-dictionary specifies all types of forces that you want to act 

on parcels. Here we included sphereDrag and gravity forces. Note that the value of g vector in 

constant/g file is (0 0 0), which vanishes the effect of gravity. A variety of forces can be applied on 

parcels. The table below lists some of the most important ones. 
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particleForces 
type 

Description 

sphereDrag 

Drag force for isolated spherical particles (very dilute particle density) at 
low Reynolds numbers [Amsden, A. A., Butler, T. D., & O'Rourke, P. J. 
(1987). The KIVA-II computer program for transient multidimensional 
chemically reactive flows with sprays, SAE Technical Paper]. 

SchillerNauman

nDrag 

Drag force for isolated spherical particles (very dilute particle density) from 
low to high Reynolds numbers [Naumann, Z., & Schiller, L. (1935).        A 
drag coefficient correlation. Z Ver Deutsch Ing, 77, 318-323]. 

NonSphereDrag 

Similar to SchillerNaumannDrag but for non-spherical parcels [Haider, A., & 
Levenspiel, O. (1989). Drag coefficient and terminal velocity of spherical 
and nonspherical particles. Powder technology, 58(1), 63-70]. You need to 
specify the sphericity of parcels, phi, for this model.  

WenYuDrag 

Spherical drag force for multiphase flows form very dilute up to moderate 
density of parcels [Gidaspow, D. (1994). Multiphase flow and fluidization: 
continuum and kinetic theory descriptions. Academic press]. 

ErgunWenYuDrag Similar to WenYuDrag but for the whole range of fluid volume fraction.  

distortedSpher

eDrag 

Drag force for distorted particles [Liu, A. B., Mather, D., & Reitz, R. D. 
(1993). Modeling the effects of drop drag and breakup on fuel sprays. SAE 
Transactions, 83-95]. 

SaffmanMeiLift

Force 
Saffman-Mei particle lift force model applicable to spherical particles. 

pressureGradie

nt 
Calculates pressure gradient force.  

virtualMass Calculates virtual mass force.  
gravity Calculates gravity force.  
paramagnetic Calculates particle paramagnetic (magnetic field) force 

The next sub-dictionary is injectionModels that defines the parcel injection properties. 

You can find any number of injection points and models in a single simulation. Here, we defined 

two injection points: topInjection and bottomInjeciton. Parcels are injected from boundary 

patches topInlet and bottomInlet. The size of particles is around 100 micrometers. Small 

particles have small time constant and so they almost follow streamline of the flow. The lower time 

constant a particle has, the better it follows streamline of flow. 
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patchInteractionModel defines how parcel-wall (patch) contacts should be treated. 

Three main approaches can be defined: Rebound, standardWallInteraction, and 

localInteraction. The first and the second ones applies the setting for all patches, while in the 

last one you can define separate parcel-wall interaction for each patch. Using localInteraction 

enables us to use some parches as the injection point and some for parcel exit and the rest as rigid 

walls.  

In the a few last lines, other sub-models are set to none, to deactivate them.  

 

3.4. Running the simulation  

You need to execute the following commands in the case directory:  

> fluent3DMeshToFoam channel.msh 

> pimpleFoam 

> foamToVTK 

Depending on the computational power of your computer, it may take several minutes to 

complete the simulation. The last command converts the results into VTK format which is a 

standard format for ParaView® for visualizing data sets.  

3.5. Results 

Some snapshots of the simulation results are presented here.  

 

Various types of injections can be specified for injectionModels. Some of them are 

cellZoneInjection, coneInjection, fieldActivatedInjection, 

inflationInjection, patchInjection, and patchFlowRateInjection. You are 

referred to the source code for more information.  

Note 
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